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Whereas proteins generally remain stable upon interaction with bi-
ological surfaces, they frequently unfold on and adhere to artificial
surfaces. Understanding the physicochemical origins of this discrep-
ancy would facilitate development of protein-based sensors and
other technologies that require surfaces that do not compromise
protein structure and function. To date, however, only a small
number of such artificial surfaces have been reported, and the
physics of why these surfaces support functional biomolecules while
others do not has not been established. Thus motivated, we have
developed an electrochemical approach to determining the folding
free energy of proteins site-specifically attached to chemically well-
defined, macroscopic surfaces. Comparison with the folding free
energies seen in bulk solution then provides a quantitative measure
of the extent to which surface interactions alter protein stability. As
proof-of-principle, we have characterized the FynSH3 domain site-
specifically attached to a hydroxyl-coated surface. Upon guanidinium
chloride denaturation, the protein unfolds in a reversible, two-state
manner with a free energy within 2 kJ/mol of the value seen in bulk
solution. Assuming that excluded volume effects stabilize surface-
attached proteins, this observation suggests there are countervening
destabilizing interactions with the surface that, under these conditions,
are similar in magnitude. Our technique constitutes an unprecedented
experimental tool with which to answer long-standing questions
regarding the molecular-scale origins of protein−surface interactions
and to facilitate rational optimization of surface biocompatibility.

protein folding | protein−surface interactions | square wave voltammetry |
biophysics | biosensors

Interactions between proteins and surfaces play important roles
in nature, medicine, and biotechnologies. In the cell, for exam-

ple, as much as 25% of even a relatively small proteome is esti-
mated to interact with a membrane surface at some point in its life
cycle (1). Some of these interactions are critical to metabolism and
signal transduction, as exemplified by cytochrome c (2) and G
proteins (3), both of which associate with membranes as part of
their function. Protein−surface interactions can also prove detri-
mental, as exemplified by the membrane-mediated structural
changes in proteins implied in neurodegenerative diseases, such as
Alzheimer’s (4) and Parkinson’s disease (5, 6). Proteins also tend
to unfold on and irreversibly adhere to artificial surfaces (7, 8),
limiting the extent to which we can leverage protein functionality
in human technologies, such as biosensors, tissue engineering
scaffolds, protein microarrays, and drug delivery vehicles.
To date, the number of quantitative experimental studies of the

thermodynamics with which proteins interact with specific surfaces
has been limited, limiting, in turn, our understanding of why
proteins retain function on some surfaces but irreversibly unfold
and lose function on others. That is, in contrast to the extensive
literature describing the extent to which adsorption alters protein
structure (e.g., refs. 9 and 10) or seeking to empirically identify
surfaces upon which proteins do not adhere and lose function
(7, 8), quantitative, thermodynamic characterization of protein−surface

interactions remains almost entirely limited to theoretical or com-
putational studies (e.g., refs. 11–13). Here, however, we present an
experimental approach for measuring the extent to which interac-
tions with a chemically well-defined, macroscopic surface alter the
stability of a protein (Fig. 1), using it to measure the extent to which
interactions with a hydroxyl-coated surface alter the thermody-
namic stability of a single-domain protein.

Results
As the test bed to establish our method, we have employed the
SH3 domain of human Fyn tyrosine kinase (FynSH3), a widely
studied 61-residue protein whose folding in bulk solution is well
approximated as two-state (14, 15). To determine the protein’s
folding free energy when interacting with a surface, we attached
a redox-active methylene blue to a carboxyl terminal cysteine
residue (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1), providing a means of
monitoring its folding electrochemically. To site-specifically attach
the protein to a well-defined macroscopic surface, we employed a
variant in which the wild-type protein’s two lysines are replaced
with arginine (referred to simply as “FynSH3” hereinafter), thus
rendering the amino terminus the only free amino group. We
modified this with a seven-carbon alkane thiol through amide
bond formation, allowing for deposition onto a gold surface via
the formation of a gold−thiol bond.
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To perform our studies on a chemically well-defined surface, we
deposited the thiol-modified protein onto a gold electrode that we
then treated with a six-carbon thiol. This creates a well-packed self-
assembled monolayer (SAM) that can be terminated by any of a
wide range of functional groups, providing access to a broad
spectrum of surface chemistries (16). As our test bed surface, we
employed a hydroxyl-terminated alkane thiol to produce a homo-
geneously hydroxyl-coated surface (Fig. 1). We selected this surface
because it has been extensively characterized and is used in many
technologies (16), including a range of biosensors (e.g., ref. 17).
The topology of FynSH3 places its termini in close proximity,

ensuring that the native state positions the carboxyl-terminal
methylene blue reporter near the surface (Fig. 1). Unfolding thus
reduces the probability of the methylene blue being close to the
surface, reducing the rate of electron transfer to the underlying gold
electrode. Here we have used square-wave voltammetry to monitor
this, as the technique is particularly sensitive to changes in electron
transfer kinetics (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Signal Opti-
mization). Specifically, when we perform square-wave voltammetry
at a frequency of 500 Hz (Fig. 2A), rendering the approach sensitive
to the more rapid electron transfer associated with the native
protein, we observe a large faradaic peak under native conditions
that is significantly reduced in the presence of 7.8 M guanidinium
chloride (GdmCl). Conversely, when we perform square-wave

voltammetry at frequencies below ∼15 Hz, rendering the ap-
proach more sensitive to the slower electron transfer associated
with the unfolded state, the faradaic peak instead increases upon
the addition of GdmCl (Fig. 2 B and C and SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
As required for the determination of folding free energy, this
denaturant-induced unfolding is fully reversible (Fig. 2A and SI
Appendix, Fig. S3), and produces a denaturation curve (Fig. 3A)
that, as is true for the protein in bulk solution (15), is well ap-
proximated as a simple, two-state process in which only the native
and fully unfolded states are appreciably populated (18, 19).
Fitting the GdmCl denaturation curve to a two-state model,

we obtain the folding free energy of the surface-attached protein.
Specifically, under the conditions we have employed, the surface-
attached protein is stable by 23.1 ± 0.5 kJ/mol (the values and
uncertainties reported here and elsewhere in this work represent
averages and 95% confidence intervals derived from multiple
independent replicates). The GdmCl m-value of the surface-
attached protein, a measure of the extent to which each 1-M
increase in the concentration of this denaturant alters its fold-
ing free energy (18, 19), is −6.1 ± 0.1 kJ·mol−1·M−1. That is, each
additional molar increase in GdmCl concentration shifts the
equilibrium ∼10-fold toward the unfolded state.
To ascertain the extent to which surface interactions alter the

stability of FynSH3, we compared the folding free energy of the
surface-attached protein to that of the protein when it is free in
bulk solution (Fig. 3B). To measure the latter, we have used
tryptophan fluorescence to monitor GdmCl-induced unfolding
under the same conditions we employed on the surface. Doing
so, we find that the protein’s stability and GdmClm-value in bulk
solution are 24.6 ± 2.5 kJ/mol and −6.1 ± 0.6 kJ·mol−1·M−1,
respectively. These values suggest that the thermodynamic con-
sequences of surface attachment are, at 1.5 ± 1.8 kJ/mol, sta-
tistically insignificant. This said, the wide confidence intervals
associated with this claim stem primarily from the precision
with which our bulk solution experiments define the protein’s
m-value. If we instead assume that the protein adopts the same
m-value in bulk solution as it does when surface-attached (the
unconstrained, best-fit parameters are within error of one an-
other), then interaction with this surface destabilizes the native
protein by 1.8 ± 0.3 kJ/mol, a value that, while small, neverthe-
less achieves statistical significance. Irrespective of the validity or
invalidity of this assumption, however, it appears that, in the
presence of GdmCl, the folding of FynSH3 is, at most, only
minimally destabilized by interaction with this surface.
To further support our claim that the GdmCl-induced re-

sponse we observe for the surface-attached protein is accurately
reporting on its folding free energy, we have also characterized
the folding thermodynamics of a sequence variant, I50L. This
hydrophobic core mutation is both chemically “neutral” (in
terms of net charge and total hydrophobic surface area) and
completely buried in the native state (20, 21), suggesting that it is
unlikely to affect interactions with the surface. Thus, if our ap-
proach is accurately reporting on folding free energies, the en-
ergetic consequences of the substitution should be the same
irrespective of whether the protein is on the surface or free in
bulk solution. Consistent with this, the thermodynamic conse-
quences associated with the substitution are 7.7 ± 2.6 kJ/mol and
7.8 ± 3.2 kJ/mol, respectively (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Table S1).
The observation that surface attachment so little alters the

folding free energy of FynSH3 is counter to the expectation that
excluded volume effects would stabilize the surface-attached
protein by reducing the entropy of the unfolded state. Assuming
a Kuhn length of 10 residues for the unfolded protein (22), ex-
cluded volume effects would be predicted to stabilize FynSH3 by
∼9 kJ/mol (23–25). The absence of such stabilization suggests that
there are other, similarly large destabilizing contributions arising
due to interactions with the surface. In particular, we expect some
destabilizing interactions to arise due to electrostatics (26). That

Fig. 1. We have measured the folding thermodynamics of a simple, well-
characterized protein, FynSH3, site-specifically attached to a hydroxyl-coated
macroscopic surface. To do so, we attached the protein to a hydroxyl-
terminated alkane thiol SAM on a gold electrode using a unique primary
amine on the amino terminus. Of note is that such SAMs can be terminated
with any of a large number of functional groups (16), and thus our approach
can access a wide range of surface chemistries. A methylene blue conjugated
to a cysteine residue serves as a reporter that can be used to electrochemi-
cally monitor denaturant-induced unfolding, from which we can estimate
the folding free energy of the surface-attached protein. Shown is the
FynSH3 variant we have employed, in which the wild-type protein’s lysine
residues are replaced with arginines to leave the amino terminus a unique
site for surface attachment via amide bond formation. Residue numbering is
as per the full-length human Fyn protein.
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is, the redox potential of methylene blue is below the best estimate
of the potential of zero charge for a hydroxyl-terminated six-
carbon monolayer on gold (27), and thus, while our hydroxyl-
terminated surface is, formally, neutral, the potential we apply
to “interrogate” the methylene blue renders the surface slightly
negatively charged. As the protein, too, is net negatively charged
(adopting a net charge of −8 at the pH we employ), repulsion
between the protein and the negatively charged surface should
reduce the stability of its native state by favoring the formation of
the more expanded, unfolded state. Similar electrostatic de-
stabilization is observed when DNA, which is, of course, much
more highly negatively charged, is attached to the same hydroxyl-
terminated surface (26). A test of this hypothesis would be to
measure the protein’s folding free energy at low salt, under the
argument that such repulsion would become more significant as
the ionic strength decreases. To test this, we have also monitored
the urea-induced unfolding of the protein, and find that, as
expected, surface attachment is more destabilizing at lower ionic
strength (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 A and B). This said, however, the
urea m-value of FynSH3 is quite small, rendering it possible to
determine the folding free energy of the surface-bound protein
with confidence only over a narrow of ionic strengths (SI Appen-
dix, Fig. S4C). It thus remains unclear the extent to which elec-
trostatics contributes to the unfavorable interactions that are
counteracting the (presumably) favorable excluded volume effects
associated with surface attachment.

Discussion
Here we have measured the thermodynamic consequences of
protein−surface interactions using the FynSH3 domain on a hydroxyl-
terminated alkane-thiol-on-gold monolayer as our model system.
For this protein−surface pair, we find that surface attachment is
destabilizing by on the order of 2 kJ/mol when we use GdmCl as the
denaturant, an observation we attribute to cancelation of a larger—
and stabilizing—excluded volume effect by destabilizing interactions
with the surface. Prior work with surface-bound nucleic acids (26)
suggests that this could arise at least in part due to electrostatic
interactions between the surface and positively and negatively

charged amino acids in the protein. With regard to this, it is im-
portant to remember that, at ionic strengths above a few tens of
millimolars, the formation of an electric double layer causes the vast
majority of the potential drop over charged surfaces to occur over
only a few nanometers. Given that moving a single charge through a
10-mV potential produces a 1-kJ/mol change in free energy, the
magnitude of such electrostatic effects can easily match typical
protein stabilities, suggesting that electrostatic effects could be a
significant contributor to the oft-seen unfolding of proteins when
they are attached to artificial surfaces. This said, the discrepancy
could also arise due to specific chemical interactions with the sur-
face (e.g., hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding) that are better accom-
modated by the unfolded state (13), as the flexibility of this state
allows it to conform more closely to the surface.
While the thermodynamic consequences of protein−surface in-

teractions have long been the subject of theoretical exploration (23–
25, 28, 29), they have seen relatively little quantitative experimental
exploration. Specifically, among the few previous experimental
measurements of surface−protein interactions, we find only two that
describe the folding free energies of well-defined, single-chain
biomolecules site-specifically attached to macroscopic surfaces.
In these, Zare and coworkers (30) and Yi and coworkers (31)
employed surface plasmon resonance to, respectively, monitor the
urea-induced unfolding of cytochrome c linked to bare gold via a
cysteine thiol and superoxide dismutase linked to a carboxyl-
terminated SAM on gold via a random subset of its 11 lysines.
Both groups reported that their surface-attached protein is desta-
bilized relative to in solution. Regrettably, however, the conditions
the two groups employed in their surface experiments differed from
those used in bulk solution, rendering comparison between solution
and surface folding thermodynamics—as well as comparison with
our results—difficult. In related work, Möller, Nienhaus, and co-
workers (32, 33) used Förster resonance energy transfer to monitor
the urea-induced denaturation and subsequent refolding of surface-
attached RNase H. They reported near-perfect refolding yields on
(presumably uncharged) polyethylene surfaces, but failed to mea-
sure folding free energies. Guo and coworkers (34) likewise used
immunochemistry to monitor the refolding of surface-attached

Fig. 2. Measuring folding thermodynamics of surface-tethered proteins by square-wave voltammetry. (A) To follow the chemical unfolding of the surface-
attached protein, we use square-wave voltammetry to monitor electron transfer between its redox reporter and the surface. Because the reporter is posi-
tioned so that its rate of electron transfer differs between the folded (keTN, black arrow) and unfolded (keTD, blue arrow) states, the observed current changes
upon denaturation (the data shown were obtained at a square-wave frequency of 500 Hz). Critically, the denaturant-induced unfolding of the surface-
attached protein is reversible (compare gray and black voltammograms; see also SI Appendix, Fig. S3). (B) Because the current observed at a given square-
wave frequency is dependent on the rate of the electron transfer, the difference in current between native and denaturing (7.8 M GdmCl) conditions is a
strong function of square-wave frequency (see also SI Appendix, Signal Optimization and Figs. S2 and S5). (C) Specifically, the measured current is dominated
by the slower electron transfer of the unfolded state at low square-wave frequencies (blue highlight), as seen from the increase in peak current with in-
creasing denaturant concentration, a trend that is reversed at higher square-wave frequencies that sample faster electron transfer from the folded state
(black highlight). Intermediate frequencies sample electron transfer from both states and consequently do not produce well-resolved denaturation curves. As
a control, the electrochemistry of a methylene blue attached directly to the SAM (instead of via a protein) is effectively independent of denaturant con-
centration (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
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green fluorescent protein. While they, too, identified surfaces sup-
porting reversible refolding (e.g., amine-terminated monolayers),
once again, no effort was made at thermodynamic characterization.
Given the limited scope of prior studies and the paucity of

quantitative experimental tools with which to study protein−
surface interactions, we believe the approach described here will
improve our ability to characterize the molecular-scale origins of
interactions between proteins and specific macroscopic surfaces,
including both technologically important surfaces (as used here)
and surfaces that mimic biomembranes (16). Looking forward,
our goal is to use the approach to construct experimentally
vetted, molecularly and thermodynamically detailed models of
protein−surface interactions that can be used to rationally op-
timize the biocompatibility of artificial surfaces used in bio-
physics, biomaterials, biosensors, and other biomolecule-based
technologies.

Materials and Methods
The variant FynSH3 we employed was produced by introducing mutations
encoding K105R, K108R, and S143C in the gene for residues 83 to 143 of human
tyrosine protein kinase Fyn (UniProt ID P06241). An amino-terminal 6xHis-tag
and a tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease site (MHHHHHHENLYFQG) were
added for purification purposes, where the Gly residue in the TEV site is G83 of
FynSH3, yielding a protein with the wild-type amino terminus after proteolysis.
Gene synthesis, codon optimization, subcloning into a pET-3a vector using 5′
Nde1 and 3′ BamH1 restriction sites, and construct sequencing were per-
formed by GenScript, Inc.

All proteins were overexpressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) cells (New
England Biolabs) after transformation by standard heat shock. Overexpression
was for 5 h in lysogeny broth with 100 μg/mL of carbenicillin at 37 °C, 230 rpm
on a G10 gyrorotary shaker (New Brunswick Scientific), and induced with
1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside at OD600 > 0.5. Cells were har-
vested at 5000 rpm in a JA-10 rotor (Beckman) in a J2-HS centrifuge (Beckman)
and resuspended in 20 mM sodium phosphate, 25 mM imidazole, 500 mM

Fig. 3. Comparison of equilibrium unfolding curves of FynSH3 obtained under equivalent conditions when (A) site-specifically attached to our surface or (B)
in bulk solution (monitored via tryptophan fluorescence). Them-value is effectively indistinguishable between the two, suggesting that the change in solvent-
accessible surface area associated with unfolding is not affected by surface attachment (37). (C) Comparison of the folding free energy of the surface-attached
protein (ΔGD−N

sur; equilibrium 2) and that of the protein free in bulk solution (ΔGD−N
sol

; equilibrium 1) informs on the thermodynamic consequences of any
protein−surface interactions. Under the conditions employed (i.e., with GdmCl as denaturant), attachment to the surface has no net effect on the stability of
this protein.
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NaCl, pH 7.4. Cells expressing the I50L variant were resuspended and purified
in presence of 6 M GdmCl.

Protein purification was at 4 °C unless otherwise stated. Cells were lysed
by ultrasonication in presence of DNase (Sigma-Aldrich) and RNase (Roche).
Cell debris was removed by 1 h of centrifugation at 11,000 rpm in a JA-20
rotor (Beckman) in a J2-HS centrifuge (Beckman), and the cleared, 0.2-μm-
filtered supernatant loaded on a HisTrap HP column (GE Life Sciences).
Elution was via a linear imidazole gradient up to 250 mM. FynSH3 containing
fractions were identified on 16% Tris-Gly Novex SDS/PAGE gels (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) by SafeStain staining (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and further
purified on a Sephacryl S-100 size-exclusion column (GE Life Sciences) in
20 mM sodium phosphate, 130 mM NaCl, 1 mM (2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
hydrochloride (TCEP), pH 7.0. Pure fractions were identified by SDS/PAGE as
above and dialyzed into 20 mM sodium phosphate, 130 mM NaCl, pH 7.0.
Protein concentration was determined by UV/visible spectroscopy. Protein
and protein−methylene blue/anchor conjugate masses were verified by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry at the University of California,
San Diego Molecular Mass Spectrometry Facility.

The his-tag was removed by overnight incubation at room temperature with
one OD280 unit of protease per six OD280 units of FynSH3 in 50 mM sodium
phosphate, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiotreitol, pH 7.0. His-tag-free FynSH3 was
separated from protease and uncleaved protein on a HisTrap column (GE Life
Sciences), and dialyzed into 1× PBS, pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich). His-tagged TEV
protease was overexpressed and purified in-house by standard procedures (35).

Methylene blue conjugation to C143 was performed under gentle mixing
overnight at room temperature in the dark in PBS, pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich),
using a 2.5× molar excess of ATTO-MB2 maleimide derivative of methy-
lene blue (ATTO-TEC GmbH) to 50 μM to 100 μM purified FynSH3 lacking His-
tag; 1 mM TCEP was added before labeling. Excess methylene blue was re-
moved by dialysis against 20 mM sodium phosphate, 130 mM NaCl, pH 7.0.
Unlabeled protein was removed using a Phenyl Sepharose SP hydrophobic
interaction chromatography column (GE Life Sciences) with a linear gradient
of 1 M to 0 M ammonium sulfate in 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0.
Protein conjugate fractions were identified using SDS/PAGE and a combi-
nation of in-gel methylene blue fluorescence detection using the Cy5
channel of a Typhoon laser scanner (GE Life Sciences) followed by Coomassie
staining. Pure protein−methylene blue conjugate fractions display a single
band visible by both methylene blue fluorescence and Coomassie staining,
with a migration distance corresponding to the molecular mass of the
conjugate. Fractions containing unreacted dye are not stained by Coomassie
and only show a single methylene blue fluorescence band at ∼500 Da, while
unconjugated protein yields no fluorescence signal.

The mercaptoheptanoic acid anchor was synthesized using established
procedures (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Its aliphatic segment matches six methy-
lene units of our 6-mercapto-1-hexanol SAM (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), which
prevents burial of the amide bond to the protein (16). Conjugation to
methylene-blue-modified SH3 was done with a 40× molar excess of anchor
in 20 mM sodium phosphate, 130 mM NaCl, pH 7.0 at 4 °C overnight under
gentle mixing. Unreacted anchor was removed by dialysis against 20 mM
sodium phosphate, 130 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP, pH 7.0 in a 3,000-Da cutoff
slide-a-lyzer membrane (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Direct conjugation of an alkyl thiol anchor to the ATTO-MB2 maleimide
derivative of methylene blue (SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S5) for control studies
was as previously described (36). The conjugate was deposited using the
same protocol as for the protein (below).

Polycrystalline gold disk electrodes (2mmdiameter; Buehler) were cleaned
by polishing with a Microcloth (2 inches to 7/8 inches) in a 1-μm mono-
crystalline diamond suspension, sonicated in ethanol, polished using a
0.05-μm aluminum slurry (Buehler), and sonicated in ethanol. Subsequently,
electrochemical cleaning was performed by oxidation and reduction cycling
in (i) 0.5 M NaOH (−0.4 to −1.35 V), (ii) 0.5 M H2SO4 (0 V to 2 V), (iii) 0.5 M
H2SO4 (0 V to −0.35 V), and (iv) 0.5 M H2SO4 (−0.35 V to +1.5 V).

The protein was incubated in 20 mM sodium phosphate, 4 mM TCEP,
130 mM NaCl, pH 7.0 to reduce the surface-anchoring thiol, and attached to
the cleaned gold electrode surface by incubating it in 1.4 μM protein for
10 min at room temperature in 20 mM sodium phosphate, 130 mMNaCl, 50 μM
TCEP, pH 7.0. The protein-functionalized surface was washed with deionized
water and incubated overnight in 5 mM 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (Sigma-
Aldrich) in 20 mM sodium phosphate, 130 mM NaCl, pH 7.0 to form the
SAM. Subsequent steps were performed with this buffer composition unless
otherwise noted. The SAM-coated electrodes were incubated for 4 h in
buffer with 7 M GdmCl, 1 mM 6-mercapto-1-hexanol to remove non-
specifically adsorbed protein and SAM-coat any patches of bare gold ex-
posed due to protein desorption. Before use, each electrode was washed for
20 min in buffer with 1 M NaCl, 1 mM 6-mercapto-1-hexanol followed by
7 M GdmCl in buffer with 1 mM 6-mercapto-1-hexanol. These two steps
were repeated three more times. Each electrode was interrogated 50 times
by square-wave voltammetry in fresh buffer containing 50 μM 6-mercapto-1-
hexanol at 60 Hz, 25 mV amplitude using the same potential window as in
the denaturation experiments before initiating chemical melt experiments.

We determined the electroactive area of each electrode by cycling the
potential twice between −0.35 V and 1.5 V in 0.05 M H2SO4 at 0.1 V·s−1 scan
rate and integrating the area of the gold oxide reduction peak in the final
segment. From this area determination and the methylene blue peak area
obtained by cyclic voltammetry at 0.1 V·s−1 scan rate, we estimated an av-
erage packing density on the surface of 1.0 ± 0.2 × 1011 molecules per square
centimeter. This corresponds to spacing in the dilute regime, whether based
on the 32 × 24 Å cross-section of the folded protein or the 240-Å contour
length of the unfolded protein. That is, adjacent proteins are far enough
apart to minimize protein−protein interactions.

Equilibrium denaturation curves were obtained using ultrapure urea (MP
Biomedicals) or GdmCl (Thermo Fisher Scientific). We performed these on the
surface using two Hamilton 500C dual-syringe dispensers synchronized with a
CH Instruments 660D potentiostat and a BASi C3 Cell Stand (Bioanalytical
Systems, Inc.). This setup allows for automated consecutive unfolding and
refolding titrations. Experiments were started in buffer, subsequently titrating
in denaturant; 50 μM 6-mercapto-1-hexanol was included in the buffer to
minimize baseline drift. The system was equilibrated under thorough but
gentle mixing for 10 min before measurement at each denaturation concen-
tration, and stirring was paused during measurements to reduce electrical
noise. Square-wave voltammograms were recorded between −0.05 V and
−0.38 V at 25-mV amplitude in 5 mL total bulk solution volume with a plati-
num counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode with saturated
potassium chloride. To determine the folding free energy, we monitored the
peak current at the redox potential of methylene blue as a function of GdmCl
or urea concentration. Peak currents were evaluated using MatLab (The
MathWorks, Inc.) and CHI Version 14.06 (CH Instruments). The denaturation
curves were fitted to a standard two-state folding model (18) in Kaleidagraph
(Synergy Software),

Iobs =
a½denaturant�+ IN + ðb½denaturant�+ IDÞ10mD-Nð½denaturant�-MPeqÞ

1+ 10mD-Nð½denaturant�-MPeqÞ [1]

where Iobs is the observed signal, IN and ID are the signal intensities of folded
and unfolded protein, respectively, a and b are the baseline slopes, and MPeq

is the denaturation midpoint. The free energy of folding is defined as

Fig. 4. The extent to which the I50L substitution alters the folding free
energy of FynSH3 (I50L variant, open circles; FynSH3, closed circles) is the
same for both the surface-attached protein (black) and the protein when it is
free in bulk solution (blue). These results provide further support that our
electrochemical approach is accurately measuring the thermodynamic sta-
bility of the surface-attached protein.
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ΔGD−N =−RT lnKD−N =−RT lnðmD−NMPeqÞ [2]

where KD−N = [D]/[N] is the equilibrium constant for the folding reaction. D
and N represent the monomers in the denatured and native states,
respectively.

Solution-phase measurements were made under conditions equivalent to
those employed for the surface experiments using a Cary Eclipse Fluorimeter
with 280-nm excitation and 300- to 440-nm emission, and data were fitted to
Eq. 1. Of note is that modifying FynSH3 with methylene blue and the thiol
surface anchor does not alter its m-value or folding free energy (SI Appendix,
Fig. S6). We therefore performed our follow-up solution-phase experiments
with protein lacking reporter and anchor. Each denaturant concentration was

prepared as a discrete sample by mixing of different volume ratios of de-
naturant and buffer stock solutions containing 1 μM protein.
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